The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2907
Doctor Dark is specialized in this matter.

Grab Levilia and hand it to him, you can find out the shortcomings.

…

The situation is very urgent.

In the kingdom of future science and technology of the Kingdom of God.

Those powerful people are still enjoying life, after all, they all know what the battle is going on.

It takes time for the kingdom of God to push the world horizontally.

At that time they will be the noblest group of people under the kingdom of God…

God will definitely give this place to their rule…
“Boom…”

But at this moment, suddenly the future technology country was attacked.

A strong man began to appear.

Especially the three or four powerhouses taking the lead.

It was terribly strong.

Even the powerhouse of the kingdom of God is like a chicken and dog in front of them, killing if you
want.

It’s not a level at all!

…

For a while, the base camp of the Kingdom of God fell into chaos.

After all, the Kingdom of God does not leave many strong people here to guard.

The world coalition forces are guarding the line of defense and will not attack.

The most likely to attack the warhawk faction is impossible because of its geographical location. After
all, the position of the kingdom of God is divided by the defense line of the world coalition forces.

It is impossible for the war Eagle Nation to attack…

So who was the attacker?

For a while, everyone in God’s country was thinking about this issue.

It was messed up for a while.

It’s all messed up…

The guards of the base camp of the Kingdom of God simply can’t stop it!

Was killed for a while and fled around.

But this is also a provocation!

Extremely provocative!

Defying the majesty of the kingdom of God!

I copied your house directly…

The message soon reached the army of the kingdom of God and the main gods.

All of them are going to explode…

“Who did it? Who did it?”

“According to the message from the rear, a few strangely dressed leaders did it!”

“Here are materials and video images…”

